HISTORICAL: Corner was set by PAROL affidavit of HAROLD S. WILLIAMS. Corner was physically set by W.A. Markham P.E. in 1892. Refer to Book 1 Page 186 during the year 1952. For the corner set a axle drive shaft. Made two bearing trees as follows: Spruce 14" bears South 20°50' Hemlock 24" bears N 14°48' W 48 70'

CONDITION FOUND: Found an axle in old turn-out area and found both bearing trees made by W.A. MARKHAM as described in Book 1 Page 186. Found blazed line made by J.W.C. (R.S. 287) in 1965 -- refer to MAP-A-1214. The blazed line bears N10°25'46"E from corner. Centerline (apparent) is ± 25 North of corner.

COMMENTS: MAP B-565 MAP B-389 MAP A-1208

REVIEWS

1 SET 2" Iron Pipe with Brass Cap in concrete and tile in place of axle

N 96" Hot Section 393 North feet

NEW ACCESSORY: I used blazed line shown on map A-1214 as a meridian (N10°25'46"E). Found b.t. by W.A. Markham. This tree I blaze on face and place yellow with spike in blaze. I turn angle to spike and chain to spike which is as follows: 36" Hemlock (top of bank northside of gravelled road) bears N13°37' W 48 44' feet. Found other b.t. by W.A. Markham did the same as described above with spike and yellow tag. I found the following: 24" Spruce bears S1°11' E 19 21' feet I make new Bearing tree with spike and yellow tag as follows: 37" Double spruce bears S85°54' W 53 34' feet to spike in face which is scribed 37' 83'

IN THE PRESENCE OF: Geo Urrey Gale Arthur Tim Boehm

DATE: June 1972 PHOTO: 

COUNTY corner tag affixed.